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•  Neutrino oscillations and unknown parameters 

•  Non-standard interactions (NSI) and “confusion” 

between the CP phase and NSI 

•  Model to generate sizable NSI 

•  Conclusions 
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Overview 

Christoph	Weniger’s	lecture	2013�



hQp://www.ams02.org/what-is-ams/ams-facts-figures/	

AMS-02 in a nutshell 
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PAMELA,	0810.4995	 AMS-02,	Phys.	Rev.	LeQ.	110,	141102	
April	2013	

Positron excess 
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Ø Annihilating DM needs large booster factors of O(100) which can 

come from, for instance, a nearby DM clump or Sommerfeld 

Enhancements   

Ø Decaying DM requires a lifetime of O(1026) sec to explain the 

positron excess   
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Bergstrom	et	al.,	0810.4995	
Cirelli	et	al.,	0809.2409	…	

DM explanation 
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Cirelli	et	al.,	0809.2409	

Constraints from Fermi-LAT 

The	current	constraints	on	<<v>	from	dwarf	spheroidal	
satellite	galaxies	will	rule	out	the	DM	explana^on	(2→2)	
	�
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Cirelli	et	al.,	1205.5283	

Constraints from Fermi-LAT 

The	current	constraints	from	isotropic	extragalac^c	
background	will	rule	out	decaying	DM	explana^on	(1→2)	
	�



Ø DM decays into a stable neutral particle and a pair of SM fermions: 

Ø Due to the softer energy spectrum from the three-body decay, such 

models can explain the AMS-02 positron excess without being excluded 

by gamma-ray and antiproton constraints 

Ø  Two examples: R-parity conserving super-wimp (0812.0432, 

0906.3540) and multiple SUSY breaking sectors, goldstini (1002.1967) 
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3-body decaying DM 
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3-body decaying DM 

Ø  Different	types	of	operators	behave	similarly	
Ø  Scalar	and	fermion	DM	also	feature	similar	energy	spectra�

1205.5270	
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3-body Decaying DM 

Wei-Chih Huang

Wei-Chih Huang
Primary spectrum



Ø NFW DM profile is employed 

Ø We fit to the AMS e+ fraction, (e+ + e-) and anti-proton spectrum 

Ø  The propagation of cosmic rays are simulated by GALPROP  

Ø  The likelihood analysis has been carried out by the tool “LikeDM” 

created by Huang, Tsai and Yuan (1603.07119)   

Ø  For DM-origin =-rays, we consider inverse Compton (IC) scattering, final 

state radiation, bremsstrahlung, etc. 
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Analysis in a nutshell 
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Fermi-LAT EGB constraints 

Diffuse	=-ray	emission:	
Ø  Extra-galac^c	
Ø  An^-GC		
which	have	
Ø  IC	component	
Ø  Prompt	component	
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Only	e	and	>	can	survive	from	the	Fermi-LAT	EGB	constraints	

Fermi-LAT EGB constraints 
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Galactic center =-ray excess 
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New AMS-02 (2016) data 



Conclusions 

Ø  3-body decaying DM into a stable particle and a pair of SM fermions 

can account for the AMS-02 positron excess 

Ø Channels which hadronize will overshoot the EGB data from Fermi-LAT 

Ø   Decays into electrons, muon or the mixture can survive from the EGB 

constraints 

Ø  Taking into account the data uncertainties, the electron and muon 

channels are below the observed excess in the inner Galaxy region  
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